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INTRODUCTION
The Strategic Action Plan 2017, was agreed by the STEP Project Board in January 2017. It provides a clear statement of the team’s vision, values and priorities,
outlining key areas of our service delivery, agreed objectives and proposed projects. The five-year Delivery Plan sets two key values and a number of projects.
Each project has individually linked outcomes, to be achieved by the Partnership and its members.
As part of the Department of Communities and Local Governments commission for Coastal Community Teams, it was agreed that a Delivery Plan be produced
identifying clear and specific activities that can be delivered within the five-year proposition, and work towards the achievement of the outcomes for this
community set out in the Strategic Action Plan.
The Project Delivery Plan for 2017-22 therefore sets out:
How we will embed our two key functions in the completion of our projects to ensure that we are:
o delivering projects identified by the town
o providing support within the partnership network, across all sectors
o working together for primarily the benefit of St. Anne’s on the Sea
● How we will measure our success in achieving the outcomes sought for this community
● The key actions that will be taken to support us to achieve these outcomes
● The way in which our resources and infrastructure will be developed to support our partners to deliver the projects
The STEP Project Board recognises that there are a number of potential constraints and assumed perceptions which may jeopardise the achievement of its
vision and priorities. These can include financial risks, risks to projects, risks from missed opportunities and risks to the reputation of the Partnership. Failure to
manage these risks effectively would affect performance across all projects and activities. For this reason, risk management is a key element of the
partnerships' governance and is integral to the successful achievement of the Strategic Plan. Our progress in achieving the actions and outcomes set out in the
Project Delivery Plan for 2017-22 will be continuously monitored and reported on a quarterly basis at the Public STEP Update Sessions and to the Project
Board to ensure that they are managed.
●
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STEP’S TWO KEY FUNCTIONS
ACHIEVEMENT OF PROJECTS
St. Anne’s Enterprise Partnership has established multiple projects to achieve in the period 2017-22. Within each project the Partnership seeks to attain several
outcomes or improvements for the town of St. Anne’s on the Sea. This part of the delivery plan considers each of these outcomes and sets out actions to work
towards achieving them during the current year. It is also important for the Partnership to be able to understand whether the actions it takes are making a
difference for the community.
So, this Plan also sets out several indicators that can be used to gauge or quantify the impact of these actions or to consider well-being or quality of life. These
indicators will:
●
●
●

help us to assess progress for each outcome
to plan future projects
to develop future ideas for the benefit of the town

EMBEDDING OUR VALUES
St. Anne’s Enterprise Partnership has three key values:
● delivering projects identified by the town
● providing support within the partnership network, across all sectors
● working together for primarily the benefit of St. Anne’s on the Sea
This section of the Delivery Plan is dedicated to specific actions that will develop and embed these values across the partnership. The actions included for the
delivery of projects will be confirmed through the Theme Groups engaging the residents and businesses of the town. To provide support across all sectors we
will ensure that members of the project board remain diverse and cover all areas of the community.
To ensure that we work together for the primary benefit of the town we will ensure that all project board members personal interests are declared and the
partnership continues to be open and transparent.
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EMBEDDING OUR VALUES
Our plan sets out the values that the Partnership will operate by in the delivery of projects, the achievement of its priorities and in its decision making. This
section of the Project Delivery Plan is dedicated to developing and embedding these values across the entire partnership. The satisfaction of the town’s
residents and their perceptions of the partnership will provide important indicators of how STEP is seen to be progressing these values.
We will look to negate the apathy associated with group partnerships and independent bodies within the local community by ensuring we continually interact
and communicate at all stages. STEP will give quarterly public update sessions detailing the objectives, activities and achievements within the previous quarter
year and the proposed activities to be undertaken in the subsequent three months.
In addition to the actions set out for each project, the partnership will undertake the following actions for the two key values that it seeks to follow:

Delivering Projects that are identified by the town
●
●
●
●
●
●

All projects undertaken by the partnership will be approved by the project board.
All projects engaged within each relevant Theme Group will be overseen by the Theme Group Leader.
All projects engaged within each relevant Theme Group will be agreed by the Theme Group members.
Project ideas and proposals will be formulated from consultations and discussions at Annual Meetings.
Details of proposed ideas will be categorised with the STEP Strategic Action Plan and shared via the Enterprise Partnership website.
At all stages STEP will welcome and encourage discussion and feedback and take all correspondence under careful consideration.

Actions to be completed
1. Introduce new ways for residents and partnership members to engage with the Group. Seek to
develop new approaches to social media engagement. Improve and redevelop website.
2. Personal monthly engagement from Chairman / Rolling news updates / Newsletters
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Responsibility

Timescale

D. Treece-Birch / A. Ames /
A. Joynt / J. Nightingale
All Project Board

September 2017
September 2017
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Providing support within the partnership network, across all sectors
The St. Anne’s Enterprise Partnership has increased in membership size from May 2016 with 34 members to May 2017 with 192 members. As with most groups
of this nature the membership is divided between those who are active and involved and those who choose to receive information updates. It is a goal of the
partnership to continue to grow its membership according to the following guidelines:
o
o
o
o

Ensure there is diversity of members across all sectors
Everyone is treated fairly and equally in accordance with Public Sector Equality Duties
There is no bias to any gender, religion or sexual orientation
The weighting of proposed projects is based upon demand and not distributed evenly to engage each Theme.

Actions to be completed
1. Target for membership expansion to exceed 300 by May 2018, through honest engagement and
delivery of set projects.
2. Projects and Ideas submitted by organising external bodies will be given full understanding on
the reach and limitations of what the partnership can offer in support. Due diligence to be
followed to ensure no miscommunication or false perceptions result in a risk to the group's'
integrity and transparency.
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Responsibility
Project Board / Members

Timescale
May 2018

All Project Board

Ongoing

DTB

Working together for primarily the benefit of St. Anne’s on the Sea
The main objective of the partnership is to improve the standards, conditions, economic climate, health and well-being of the town of St. Anne’s on the Sea.
Whilst it is desirable and acceptable for all businesses and individuals involved in the partnership to seek benefits by default of being associated with the
collective community, it is STEP’s main driver that the focus is primarily on an improvement for all before individual gain.
The active members and particularly the Project Board membership is made up of voluntary positions. It is a trait and characteristic of volunteers that their
conscientiousness is built on a precondition for improving conditions for all.
As a DCLG Coastal Community Team the boundary of responsibility and commitment is to the town of St. Anne’s on the Sea. When applicable partnerships
with neighbouring Coastal Teams are seen to be relevant as they may a have substantial individual benefit to the town, and therefore it would be irresponsible
not to pursue these.

Actions to be completed within 2017/18
1. Work on improving and developing contacts with neighbouring Coastal Community teams to
gain additional support and advice across the Fylde Coast and to liaise and share successes.
2. The Board will continue to lead by example in their work ethic towards helping and supporting
endeavours within the partnership and by colleagues and organisers from other parties.
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Responsibility
Project Board

Timescale
April 2018

Project Board

Ongoing

DTB

Engagement Levels for St. Anne’s Enterprise Partnership
Levels of Engagement
The project board identified five levels of engagement for the Enterprise Partnership. These levels establishment the involvement and ownership of activities
within the town and allow clear delineation and illustration of their involvement.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Managed by
Supported by
Endorsed by
Instigated/set-up by
Sponsored by

If the partnership is involved in any of the five engagement levels, the STEP logo should be used when the respective organisers identify their partners (when
applicable) on their promotions and marketing.
Projects in the following section will be listed within the Theme Group Categories and colour coded in alignment with the Strategic Action Plan document.
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Project: St. Anne’s International Food Festival (annual)
(Theme Group: Events) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

A one-day event
including cookery
demonstrations and
samples / giveaways
by local chefs

Participating
restaurants and chefs

East Car Park, St.
Anne’s Square

Sunday 13th August
2017

Stalls

Individual stall
holders and business
owners

Estimated 4,000
visitors to centre of
town in 2016.
Improvement to
economy of stores,
short term and long
term for returning
visitors.
General well-being
and good feeling
within the town.

Music

Incidental recorded
music between
demonstrations. Fully
licenced registered
with PRS/PPL

Darrel Treece-Birch
general manager
Veli Kirk kitchen and
food manager
Dorothy Aitken /
Sarah Dunn stalls
manager
Volunteers from STEP
Security from V4F
Sprinter – Onsite
Kitchens & Bowsers
Lancashire Marquees
inc. Tables/Chairs
Smith’s Generators
Stage Company for
PA/Screens/DJ

STEP members and
volunteers
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Project: Gin Food Festival
(Theme Group: Events) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

A one-day event
based on the
promotion of gin.

Michelle Cuffe /
James Cuffe / Beth
Lacey

East Car park, St.
Anne’s Square.
Inside the Food
Festival Marquee.

Saturday 12th August
2017

2 sittings are
scheduled for 2.00pm
to 4.30pm, and
6.30pm to 9.00pm.
Entry to a sitting is
£10.
A website has been
developed for the
event to take preorders for tickets

Coupled with the
International Food
Festival, this add on
event will perhaps
become a regular
main stay as a Food
& Drink Weekend.

Paid entry (over 18s)
and samples of gin by
various gin
companies.
General bar (cash
sales)
Food / snacks
Music

The Coasters
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STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance and links to
STEPs Food Festival.

DTB

Project: Christmas Launch (annual)
(Theme Group: Events) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

An afternoon of
Christmas music, local
choirs and musicians
and the festive lights
switch on.

St. Anne’s Town
Council

East car park, St.
Anne’s Square

Saturday 25th
November 2017

Sally Taylor General
Manager of event,
assisted by;
Sarah Dunn –
Organiser of activities
John Nightingale –
Organiser of activities
Darrel Treece-Birch –
Stage area security
and management.

Popular annual event
for the town.
Heightened
community spirit and
well-being.
Non-Profit.
Costs met by SATC.

The Stage Company
will be set up by M.
Daniels early
morning. Activities
commence from
noon.

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.
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Project: Victorian Christmas Weekend & Seasonal Market (annual)
(Theme Group: Events) Engagement Level 2/5
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Christmas market
Craft fair
Horse and carriage
rides
Street stalls
In Store Activities
Costume Dress

External market
provider
Local crafters
External provider
Local shop and
business owners

In and around St.
Anne’s town centre

2nd and 3rd
December 2017

Organised by the St.
Anne’s Victorian
Weekend Committee.

Victorian Festival
Organisers

Various areas
including Park Road
and St. Anne’s
Square.

Improved economy at
essentially a quiet
time of the year, just
prior to the weekly
trade increase for
general retailers up to
Christmas week.
The Christmas Market
will be a significant
benefit to the town as
this has been a
request for many
years.
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St. Anne’s Palace
rooms based in
Garden Street

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance & printing.
Payment of Liability
Insurance for event

DTB

Project: St. Anne’s Tweet-Up (ongoing)
(Theme Group: Retail & Business Development) Engagement Level 4
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Weekly, hour-long
social media sessions
on Twitter of interest
to those working or
residing in St. Anne’s
on the Sea.

Amanda Westgate
(Big Impact
Communications)

N/A

Weekly on
Wednesdays 7pm –
8pm.
Also active during the
week for ongoing
posts.

All businesses and
residents encouraged
to log onto the forum
to engage in
communication,
promotional
opportunities, and
networking.

Improved
communications
across sectors
especially retails and
business.
Improved economy
for businesses and
improvement to
profile of the town as
events and festivals
are also shared / retweeted.
STEP activity shared
including notification
of public sessions.

STEP’s output is in a
set-up role as the idea
originated initially via
Amanda Joynt as a
STEP initiative.
The venture has been
continued by A.
Westgate.
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Project: Dementia Training
(Theme Group: Retail & Business Development) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Dementia awareness
training

Karen Donnelly

At individual business
premises

TBC

Karen Donnelly &
team

Increased awareness
of Dementia.
The benefits of
considerate trading
even at scheduled
times out of hours.
Positive promotion of
business attitudes
resulting in increased
turnover and
integrity.
Town and community
is engaging and
welcoming.
Trust mark is
established.

Or initially at a STEP
quarterly update
session.
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Project: Accommodation Sector Meeting
(Theme Group: Accommodation) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Arrange and deliver a
first large-scale
Accommodation
Sector Meeting.

Alison Levi –
Accommodation
Sector Leader,
assisted by
representatives from
STEP.

TBC

TBC

Continue to gather
contact information
from Accommodation
providers through
direct one to one
engagement.
Also contact where
applicable via current
contact information.

Accommodation
Sector is a very
solitary sector which
rarely engages with
each other. The
exception being the
smaller Hotel B&B’s
who have in the past
engaged as a group.
A unified approach
keeps a competitive
spirit whilst agreeing
to specific activities
that can promote
their services and
simultaneously
promoting the retail
sector and local
events.
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Project: Guests Guide & Map
(Theme Group: Accommodation) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

A printed and digital
town map as a Guests
Guide for all Hotel &
Accommodation
Sector businesses.

STEP in coordination
with Accommodation
Sector.

All relevant business,
retail &
accommodation.

TBC

Theme Leaders of
Retail /
Accommodation /
Food sectors to
communicate to their
respective groups.

Online via STEP
website

The cost for a
physical production
of the booklet will
need to be met by
the businesses and
accommodation
mangers/owners. This
can be done by ½
page or full-page
advertisements.
Distribution may
need to be outsourced.
Digital Version will
not need financial
involvement, just
content.

Cross sector
engagement between
all business aspects in
town.
Improved
Communication.
Increased economy
through promotion
opportunities.
Town landmarks
increase in Footfall.

Design in-house via
STEP members or
DTB.
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Eta within 12 months

DTB

Project: Completion of Lighting Scheme
(Theme Group: Regeneration) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

The Crescent and St
Andrews Rd North.
Design and
implementation of
the new street
lighting scheme.
Cost of £50,000. to be
met by funding
contributions
including Fylde,
Lancashire County
Council and St Annes
on the Sea Town
Council.

Fylde Council,
St Annes town centre
(Developer
commuted
payments), Lancashire
County Council with a
small funding
contribution from St
Annes on the Sea
Town Council (to
cover electrical socket
installation).
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Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Spring/Summer 2017

Installation of 13
lighting columns,
removal of obsolete
columns. Contractor
will be Lancashire
County Council.

Scheme completed
that will enhance the
character and
appearance of this
part of the town
centre. Enhanced
lighting levels to
increase safety and
environmental
conditions within the
area. Lighting units to
be able to
accommodate
banners and seasonal
decorations including
Christmas lights.

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.

DTB

St Andrews Rd Nth
Lighting Phase 2.
Cost of £15,000.

Met by developer
commuted payments.

St Annes Town
Centre

Autumn/Winter
2017/18

Installation of 5
lighting columns,
removal of obsolete
columns. Contractor
will be Lancashire
County Council.

Ditto

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.

Project: Public Realm Scheme (St. Andrew’s Rd Sth)
(Theme Group: Regeneration) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Environmental
enhancements
Cost of c. £200,000
Subject to approval
by Fylde Council but

Fylde Council working
alongside Lancashire
County Council along
with private sector
businesses. Funding

St Andrews Road
South between The
Crescent and Wood
Street

Autumn 2017/ Winter
2017/18

Scheme completed.
Contractor will be
Lancashire County
Council.

Scheme to deliver
new paving, lighting,
refurbished
forecourts, tree
planting, traffic and
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scheme agreed in
principle.

supplied by
commuted payments
from development
sites.

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.

vehicle management
enhancements to
buildings from the
private sector.

Project: Regeneration of Wood St.
(Theme Group: Regeneration) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Environmental
enhancements
Cost c. £180,000
Subject to approval
by Fylde Council.

Fylde Council, the
private sector
working alongside
Lancashire County
Council.

Wood Street between
St Andrews Road
South and Park Road.

Provisionally Winter/
Spring 2018.

Contractor will be
Lancashire County
Council.

Scheme to include
the complete
refurbishment to the
street scene including
new paving, soft
landscaping,
enhancements to the
existing car park,
forecourt
enhancements.
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STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.

DTB

Project: Maintenance Manual
(Theme Group: Maintenance) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Resort Public Realm
Strategy
Preparation of a
‘Manual’ to address
the issue of
maintaining and
managing the resort
centre in a pristine
condition.

Fylde Council,
Lancashire County
Council, St Annes
Town Council and the
voluntary sector,
including community
groups.

Relating to the whole
of the resort centre.

2017/18.

A team
encompassing the
relevant interests to
determine the issues
and subsequent
measures of quality
based on specific
standards of
management and
maintenance of
assets – as defined.
Working group to
devise the Strategy.

Public Realm Strategy
to be adopted by the
relevant agencies for
subsequent
implementation.
Resource issues will
be a relevant matter
for resolution.

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance.
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Project: Combined Bid for CCF Funding
(Theme Group: Community) Engagement Level 1, 2, 4.
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered? (dates/times)

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)

Expected Outcome

Accessibility Scheme
for the entire Fylde
Coast improving the
overarching Welcome
Offer, product range
and experience of the
Fylde Coast.

Disability First
Marketing Lancashire
Blackpool, Fylde &
Wyre Borough
Councils
Fleetwood CCT
Cleveleys CCT
Blackpool CCT
St. Annes STEP CCT

Coastal towns from
Fleetwood to Lytham.
From the Beach to
the main trading and
retail centres.

The scheme is subject
to a bid from the next
Coastal Community
Funding of Round 5
estimated for
October 2017.

First stages to
include.
Access Audits of
Coastal paths to be
conducted by
Borough Councils.
Followed by Fylde
Coast Disability
Surveys to the
Community Sector
and Business Sector,
independently.
Look at access to
events/festivals.
Create new targeted
events/festivals.

Aspiration is to
develop the Fylde
Coast as an example
of best practice in
accessibility for
destinations.
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Project: Opening of a Community Cafe
(Theme Group: Community) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

Community Café
called NAAFI Cafe

Ed Nash and Veterans
For Fylde

Wood Street.
Within Café quarter.
Formally; The Monkey
House / The Usual
Place and Garden
Café.

Manager by Tony
Parker (former Sgt. In
the Army catering
corps), and
volunteers both local
and from Weeton
Barracks.
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When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
August 2017

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
Run by former
members of the
Armed Forces to
serve ‘grub’ well
known to generations
using the Naafi in
barracks worldwide.
Militaria will be on
sale.

Expected Outcome

Accommodation
above will house
veterans working in
the café and the
homeless.
No Alcohol to be
served onsite.
Surplus funds will go
to Fylde Armed
Forces Community
Covenant.
Hub for Veterans
Future aspirations:
Meals on wheels

DTB

Project: Urban Art Addition
(Theme Group: Regeneration / ARTS) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

Delivery of a single
piece of large scale
Professional Urban
Art for the town.

Art will be produced
by world renowned
and professional
artists from Salford,
Manchester, Nomad
Clan.
Organisation for the
artwork will be
managed by David
Hirst (Creative Arts &
Futures) and Amanda
Joynt (STEP).
Assistance to secure a
wall etc will come
from Darrel TreeceBirch of STEP.

The art will be
secured onto the side
of the ‘Candleberry’
store on the corner of
Back St. Anne’s Rd
West and Orchard Rd.
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When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
Monday 21st
November 2016.
Secured to wall
Thursday 24th
November 2016.

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
Art is to be created
off-site on separate
boards and
assembled onto a
wood lattice frame
and screwed to the
timber.
The art will be given a
protective spray and
should last several
years.

Expected Outcome

Street art is an
excellent way to
regenerate areas,
create open air
galleries and increase
footfall for
businesses, especially
in these peripheral
areas.

STEP’s output is in a
management role in
co-ordinating and
arranging the art
addition.

DTB

Project: St. Anne’s Arts Trail Expansion
(Theme Group: Regeneration/ARTS) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

On The Wall Festival
x4 Additions to the
arts trail

Art will be produced
by four renowned
and professional
artists (Nomad Clan,
Seca One, Tank Petrol
& Catch 22).
Organisation for the
artwork will be
managed by David
Hirst (Creative Arts &
Futures) and Amanda
Joynt (STEP).
Assistance to secure a
wall etc will come
from Darrel TreeceBirch of STEP.
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Where will it be
delivered?

When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
The art will be
Saturday 29th &
secured onto three
Sunday 30th April
walks at Back St.
painting will
Anne’s Rd West and
commence off
Orchard Rd and one
location.
wall at the new NAAFI Monday 1st July at all
Café premises on
four locations.
Wood Street.

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
Art is to be created
off-site on separate
boards and
assembled onto a
wood lattice frame
and screwed to the
timber.
The art will be given a
protective spray and
should last several
years.

Expected Outcome

Street art is an
excellent way to
regenerate areas,
create open air
galleries and increase
footfall for
businesses, especially
in these peripheral
areas.

STEP’s output is in a
management role in
co-ordinating and
arranging the art
addition.

DTB

Manage and run the
development of the
St. Anne’s Arts Trail
Ongoing

The original Arts Trail
development was
instigated through
finance from FBC and
SATC by a team that
have since passed on
the management.
The current
organisers have since
passed the gauntlet
to STEP and local
business The Attik.
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The Arts trail
development will
initially run along the
full length of Back St.
Anne’s Rd West,
although there may
be some additional
artwork erected in
satellite areas.

Dates and times tbc

Art contributions may
come from several
angles as have the
current gallery.
Consultation with FBC
& SATC will hopefully
give more impetus to
the project, and
perhaps
consideration can be
given to traffic flow
and lighting to the
Art Trail.
Relocation of Art to
keep interest and to
create a real Gallery
effect as opposed to
a random treasure
hunt.

Ditto

DTB

Project: Stone Carving Workshops
(Theme Group: Events/ARTS) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

FREE Stone carving &
Sculpture workshops

Anthony Lysycia

Peace & Happiness
gardens, St. Anne’s
promenade, near St.
Anne’s pier.

Managed by ‘In
Bloom’
STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance and direct
help via A. Joynt.

When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
Tuesday 20th
Wednesday 21st
Thursday 22nd June
2017
Sessions are 1 hour
long each
Between 9.30am and
4.30pm.

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
Tutorials by Anthony
Lysycia.
Opportunity for
anyone from the local
community to learn
and contribute to
stone carvings.
All equipment
provided.

Expected Outcome

Resulting Sandstone
carvings and artwork
will be displayed in
the Peace &
Happiness Garden.

Amanda Joynt
created events pages
to promote.
Editorial in Express.
D. Mander for
photography.
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DTB

Project: Peace & Happiness Garden
(Theme Group: Events/ARTS) Engagement Level 2
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

Temporary Show
Garden in a square
area of the grass.
Piano & 4 artistic
wonderful Green
Walls using
succulents.

Designed by Fiona
Boismaison of St.
Anne’s In Bloom.

Peace & Happiness
gardens, St. Anne’s
promenade, near St.
Anne’s pier.

Art on the piano will
be created by local
artist SecaOne.
The art will comprise
of Butterfly stencils
created in workshops
by underprivileged
Children.
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When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
3.00pm Friday 7th July
unveiling Ceremony
by FBC Mayor and In
Bloom Society

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
Featuring a Piano
planted with colourful
blooms set within a
small frame. This is a
commemorative nod
to the late Les
Dawson.
The Piano will feature
a painting, sought via
STEP arts leader A.
Joynt.

Expected Outcome

Improved Community
Garden for the
enjoyment of
residents and visitors.
General increase in
well-being.

STEP’s output is in a
supportive role via
promotional
assistance and direct
help via A. Joynt.

DTB

Project: Indoor Art Trail / Exhibition Gallery
(Theme Group: Retail/ARTS) Engagement Level 1
What activities will be
delivered?

Who will deliver it?

Where will it be
delivered?

Showcase of the
incredible talent of
local artists within
stores / businesses in
St. Anne’s on the Sea.

STEP arts group

Plan A: Secure as
many businesses as
possible to allow a
wall within their
respective premises.
Aim to have to have
the largest Gallery in
the UK.
Several premises have
already shown
interest. Silly Moo’s
will be the first.
Plan B: Obtain a
single location for
housing the local art.

Designs by Ann
Worsnip.
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When will it be
delivered?
(dates/times)
Ongoing

OUTPUTS
(How will it be
delivered?)
STEP arts group led
by A. Joynt will
project manage the
activity through
contact with the
respective artists.
Individual businesses
will propose and
confirm their time
commitments.

Expected Outcome

Cultural activity in the
town.
Promotion of St.
Anne’s on the Sea.
Improved Footfall.
Improved Economy.

w/c 10th July for
discussions.

DTB

